Master of Health Administration - Graduate Program
Required Textbooks

MHA 510-3 – Effective Healthcare Operations


MHA 511-3, Fundamentals of Health Care Systems


MHA 520,3 – Healthcare Policy


MHA 531-3, Human Resources in Health Care


MHA 536-3, Strategic Leadership in Healthcare


MHA 551-3 Legal and Ethical Fundamentals of Health Care


MHA 555-3 Theories of Health Promotion and Evaluation


MHA 556-3, Individual Research in Healthcare


MHA 566--3, Managing Health Information
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Master of Health Administration - Graduate Program
Required Textbooks

MHA 575,3 – Current Events Seminar in Healthcare

Note: this textbook is available as an e-book via the SIU-Carbondale library website

MHA 580,3 – Managerial Epidemiology and Evidence Based Management


MHA 582,3 – Healthcare Economics

MHA 585-3 Financial Issues in Healthcare

MHA 593-6, Individual Research
No Textbook

MHA 595- 6 Graduate Residency
No textbook

MHA 601-1 Continuing Enrollment
No Textbook
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